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   J-U-D-G-M-E-N-T

1)   The Prosecution  story in  brief is  like  that  the  informant/Imdadur 

Rahman lodged an ejahar against the accused/Bapon and Gopal Mazumdar in 



the Police Station-Hojai, stating inter alia that on 19-08-2013 at about 5am at 

Pasali  Muslimpatty some unknown culprits stolen his  2(two) LPG domestic 

Bharat Gas Cylinders from his kitchen room by opening its grill. Initially, he 

was unaware the thieves but later he lodged the ejahar on 27-08-2013, when 

the police caught the accused persons, Bapon and Gopal Mazumdar for theft. 

He saw them as the thieves with some stolen articles, including his stolen 

cylinders in the police station. Before the informant,  the thieves had also 

admitted about the theft in his house. 

2)    The FIR was registered and the police had investigated into the case 

and  police  arrested  the  aforementioned  four  accused  persons,  seized  the 

stolen goods then after completion of the investigation, police submitted the 

Charge-sheet against the accused persons U/S-380 IPC. The then Ld. SDJM 

had taken cognizance in the offences of the charge sheet U/S 380 of IPC.

 The  accused  no-1  has  been  in  jail  w.  e.  f.  27-08-2013  till  date. 

Accused no-2 remained in jail  from 27-08-2013 to 22-04-2014 in first face 

and thereafter in the second spell he has been remaining in jail w. e. f. 01-

07-2014 till date. Accused no-3/Chitta Roy had to remain in jail w. e. f. 27-

08-2013 to 08-10-2013 and accused no-4/Dilip Ghosh had to remain in jail w. 

e. f. 27-08-2013 to 18-09-2013 during the period of investigation of the case. 

3)     The necessary copies were furnished to the accused persons U/S 

207 of Cr. P. C..

    Finding a prima-facie case on the offences of Section-380 of IPC 

against the accused persons, the then Ld. Trial Magistrate explained and read 

over the particulars of the said alleged offence to the accused persons, to 

which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. Then the prosecution 

was directed to lead their evidences in the case. 
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4)   POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:-

Whether or not, the accused persons had committed theft of 2(two) 

LPG domestic gas cylinders of the informant from his kitchen and thereby 

they are punishable U/S-380 of IPC? 

5)  DISCUSSION, REASONS AND DECISION THEREON:-

  To prove this case the prosecution examined as many as 05 witnesses 

only, namely-

              PW1 ---------Imdadur Rahman,

     PW2 ----------Majibur Rahman,

              PW3 ---------Ganesh Roy,

    PW4 ----------Atikur Rahman and

    PW5 ----------Smti. Mampi Ghosh.

    Ext-1--------Ejahar, dtd-27-08-2013,

    Ext-2--------Seizure list of one Domestic Gas Consumer Card,

    Ext-3--------Seizure list of the Gas cylinder, dtd-27-08-2013.

The  accused  persons  were examined  U/S-313  Cr.  P.  C where the 

accused no-1/Bapon Mazumdar has stated that he had committed the theft,  

but  his  father/accused  no-2,  Gopal  Mazumdar  is  innocent. However,  the 

accused no.2-to-4 had totally denied the allegations of the prosecution case.  

The defence side had also declined to adduce defence evidences on behalf of 

the accused persons.

6)    I have heard the submissions of the learned counsel for the State 

and the accused persons and carefully gone through the evidences available 

on the records.

 Upon  perusal  of  the  evidences  of  PW1,  it  is  seen  that  the 

informant/PW1 deposed that in the month of August, 2013 at about 5am, his 

two domestic LPG cylinders were stolen from his kitchen and later he filed the 

ejahar/Ext-1 in the P/S-Hojai. The police caught the thieves and he saw the 

accused no-1 & 2 in the police station with his stolen domestic gas cylinders.  
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The police seized his domestic LPG consumer card No-55705582 in presence 

of another witness. Ext-2 is the seizure list and Ext-2(1) is his signature. 

During the cross examination, he deposed that he lodged the Ext-1 

after 4-5 days of the occurrence of the incident. The police had taken his 

signature in a blank paper. He had not produced any document as to show 

the fact that the recovered cylinders belongs to him. He did not know the 

place, from which the cylinders were recovered. 

PW2 has also stated similarly as PW1 and he is another seizure list 

witness. He deposed that Ext-2(2) is his signature in Ext-2/seizure list of the 

domestic Gas Consumer card. 

During the cross examination,  PW2 deposed that  PW1 is  his  elder 

brother and their LPG Gas Consumer card had been seized by the police. He 

also stated that he did not know the place, from which the cylinders were 

recovered. 

PW3, who is the father of the accused No-3/Chitta Roy deposed that 

the  police  took  the  accused  no-1/Bapon  Mazumdar  to  his  house  and 

thereafter the police took away son/ Chitta Roy for the case. Afterwards, he 

did not support the prosecution case, therefore the prosecution declared him 

as a ‘hostile’ for his remaining statement recorded U/S-161 of Cr. P. C. 

He also deposed that the police took his signature in a blank paper 

and the LPG cylinders were not recovered from his house. 

PW4 has stated that he had recognized that accused no-1 & 2 that 

they had committed the theft. The 2(two) LPG Bharat Gas Cylinders were 

stolen from their kitchen by opening its grill.

However, during the cross examination, he deposed that he did not 

from whom the Gas cylinders were recovered. He did not know the person 

who had committed the theft.

PW5 who is the mother of the accused no-4, deposed that he is one 

of the seizure list witnesses with regard to the seizure of the Gas cylinders. 

Ext-3  is  the  seizure  list  and  Ext-3(1)  is  his  signature.  He  had  given  his 

signature in a blank paper. 
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The  accused  no-1/Bapon  Mazumdar  has  stated  that  he  had  

committed  the  theft,  but  his  father/accused  no-2,  Gopal  Mazumdar  is  

innocent. However, the accused no.2-to-4 had totally denied the allegations 

of the prosecution case.  

After  hearing  both  the  sides  and  going  through  the  evidences 

available  with  the  record,  it  is  seen  that  the  prosecution 

witnesses/prosecution had failed to prove that the fact that the accused no-2 

to 4 were in possession of the cylinders, recently stolen from the house of the 

informant/PW1. PW1 to PW5 have deposed that they did not see from which 

place and whose possession the stolen articles were recovered. Surprisingly, 

the aforementioned seizure list  witnesses stated that the police took their 

signatures in a blank paper. They did not support the prosecution case. The 

accused no-1/Bapon Mazumdar has admitted U/S-313 of Cr. P. C. that the 

stolen  goods  were recovered from his  possession and he committed  that 

theft,  but  his  father/accused  no-2  is  innocent.  However,  he  has  no 

explanation /evidences with regard involvement of other accused persons. 

Upon perusal of the seizure list, it appears that the stolen gas cylinder 

was empty; therefore it is possible that the accused no-1 was involved alone 

in committing the alleged theft. The PW1, PW2 and PW4 had categorically 

and specifically stated that the cylinders were stolen from the kitchen of the 

informant/PW1. It appears from the Ext-2 that the informant has domestic 

LPG gas consumer card. PW1/informant identified the stolen articles in the 

police  station.  Considering  the  evidences  available  with  the  record  and 

statement  of  the accused no-1,  recorded U/S-313 of  Cr.  P.  C.,  it  can be 

presumed U/S-114(a) of the Indian Evidence Act that the accused no-1 had 

committed the alleged charged crime. His involvement/guilt appears from the 

nature of the recovery of the gas cylinders, the manner in which the stolen 

articles taken away from the house of PW1 by him.  After perusal of the cross  

examination of PW1, PW2 and PW4, I have not found anything to disbelieve 

their evidences. Their evidences are cogent and trustworthy and on the basis 

of their evidences and the statement of the accused no-1, I am of the view 

that the prosecution has succeeded to establish the above point against the 
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accused no-1 only, but failed to prove against other accused persons beyond 

all  reasonable  doubts.  Hence,  the  accused  no-1  is  guilty  of  the  alleged 

offence of Section-380 of IPC and others are liable to be acquitted from the 

charged  offences.  The  above  point  is  decided  in  affirmative  against  the 

accused no-1/Bapon Mazumdar,  but decided in negative against  the other 

accused persons accordingly.

7)     O R D E R

In  view of  the  above  discussed  facts,  I  am of  the  view that  the 

accused no-1/Bapon Mazumdar had only committed the charged crime. The 

prosecution  has  succeeded  to  establish  this  case  against  him  beyond  all 

reasonable doubts. The accused no-1/Bapon Mazumder is guilty U/S-380 of 

IPC. 

Hence, I heard both the accused no-1 and the prosecution on the 

question of punishment U/S-248(2) Cr. P. C.-

The accused no-1 has been in  jail  w. e.  f  27-08-2013 till.  He has 

stated that he had no previous criminal record. He would not repeat such 

incident in future. He is presently aged about- 23 years only. 

The stolen articles were recovered in this case. The accused/Bapon 

Mazumdar  had  already  remained  in  jail  for  a  considerable  period  in  the 

instant case. Considering the age of the accused at the time of occurrence of 

the  crime,  nature  of  the  stolen  goods  and  all  other  antecedents  of  the 

UTP/accused,  I  am of the view that  the accused no-1 deserves a lenient 

punishment.  Consequently,  the accused/Bapon Mazumdar is  convicted and 

sentenced with an imprisonment of already undergone detention period and 

to pay fine of Rs.1,000/-in default of payment of fine SI of 1(one) month U/S-

380 of IPC.

The  fine  amount  shall  be  deposited  in  the  appropriate  Head  of 

Account of Assam Govt. as and when realized from the accused person. The 
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sentenced imprisonment has been set off as per Section-428 of Cr. P. C.. I 

am of the view that the above punishment would be justified in the case.

 The  I.O  has  directed  to  return  the  Original  document(s)  to  its 

owner(s) and to dispose of the seized articles, if any, in due course of time as 

per law. Inform him accordingly.

        The other accused no-2 to 4 are acquitted from the charged offence 

on benefit of doubts since the prosecution failed to prove the case against 

them beyond all reasonable doubts. Issue Release Order for the accused no-

2/Gopal Mazumdar forthwith. The Bail bonds of the accused no-3 & 4 shall be 

in force till next 06 months as per section-437(A) of Cr. P. C.

Furnish a copy of the judgment & final order to the convicted accused 

person free of cost as per law.                                           

                      B/A is asked to take steps.                                        

8)    The Judgment is give under my hand with the sign and seal of the 

court and delivered in the open court in presence of the accused persons and 

Ld. Addl. P.P. on 05-02-2016 and tagged with the records in separate sheets.

9)     The case is disposed of on contest accordingly. 
     
                                                               (A. K. Basumatary, AJS)   
                                                                  S.D.J.M(M), Hojai.          

10)                         APPENDIX-

PW1 ---------Imdadur Rahman,
PW2 ----------Majibur Rahman,
PW3 ---------Ganesh Roy,
PW4 ----------Atikur Rahman,
PW5 ----------Smti. Mampi Ghosh,
Ext-1--------Ejahar, dtd-27-08-2013,
Ext-2--------Seizure list of one Domestic Gas Consumer Card,
Ext-3--------Seizure list of the Gas cylinder, dtd-27-08-2013.

  (A. Kr, Basumatary, AJS)
        S.D.J.M(M), Hojai.

   *******************************************
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